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IHAVE ALWAYS BEEN AN ADVOCATE for the
use of appropriate technology. Although it is
perfectly possible to insert a wood screw with a

hammer the result is usually better if you use a
screwdriver. Equally possible, though not very
efficient, is to use a CNC milling machine to install a
cat-flap. Use the right tool for the job (It’s a phrase
that is incomplete unless it ends with ‘son’. Ed). I
think this is something we are in danger of losing sight
of in the software age.

PCs (and Macs) are very good at project and file
management, graphic display, etc. They are less
satisfactory as consistent and reliable audio recorders,
especially in an environment where they must be
synchronised to other machines. This is partly an
interface issue but mostly it is due to all the
background housekeeping tasks. In any event, the
market appears to agree; hence the success of
dedicated 8 track and now 24 track hard disk recorders
such as the Tascam MX-2424.

While it is perfectly possible to use an MX-2424 as
a standalone, Tascam recognised the advantages of
networked software control by PC from the outset.
Viewnet was originally developed for control and
management of multiple 8 and 16 track digital dubbers
via Ethernet. Viewnet MX was slightly adapted to
work with the MX-2424 until the dedicated version,
MX-View with waveform editing, was ready. In the
three years since the MX-2424 was released, rivals
have arrived on the scene making its UK retail price of
around £4,500 (with analogue and digital interface
cards) look somewhat expensive, where once it looked
like a steal. However, the machine-software
combination offers some interesting possibilities
unmatched elsewhere.

After installation the only real hurdle is sorting out
the networking protocols between the PC or Mac and
the machine. In appearance MX-View has more in
common with a dedicated unit than the usual PC
application. Graphics have an organic quality,
especially track record and edit buttons. It’s like
looking at a hardware remote rather than a screen.
The scrolling track display is simple and uncluttered,
exactly what is needed in many applications and
especially where several machines are linked (sample
accurate via TL-bus) and displayed simultaneously.

Editing is simple, but all the essentials are present.
It is not particularly intuitive at first but, once learnt,
it’s quick and effective. Fades and crossfades are
rendered but this happens very quickly and a variety
of fade shapes are provided. Each event’s volume can
be trimmed and this can be used concurrently with

rubber-band break-point envelope
automation of volume and mutes. If an
event is moved so it completely covers
another and is subsequently moved
elsewhere or deleted, the underlying
event is not restored. While logical, this
means the audio is still on the disk but
is ‘orphaned’. It can be retrieved but the
process is a little convoluted. MX-View
could do with a library system anyway
and, if it had one, orphaned events

would not be a problem.
With MX-View the MX-2424 is now no slouch as

an editor. However this is less impressive than the
synergy between the machine and MX-View for set-
up, housekeeping and track display. The machine
allows up to 999 virtual tracks but keeping track of
these without MX-View would be a nightmare. Up to
32 machines for a total of 768 tracks can be linked via
TL-bus and be controlled by the software.

I don’t know of any comparable system with similar
scalability and the MX-2424 has some of the most
well respected analogue convertors around at any
price. File management and set-up from the front
panel is perfectly possible but far simpler, quicker and
more intuitive using the software. Tascam is clearly
committed to continuing development of the platform.
To date all software updates have been free although
older machines will require a RAM upgrade for
intensive editing.

The software-hardware combination suits a wide
variety of applications from feature film mixing
through all manner of music recording and mixing to
theatre or installation play-out. Several other
manufacturers have picked up Tascam’s Open-TL EDL
format with the happy result that project interchange
is an everyday reality. ■

Tascam MX-View for MX-2424
Proving that a hardware approach to recording can be enhanced with some nifty software, Tascam has broadened the appeal, scaleability

and manageability of its hard disk solution. ROB JAMES calls out for a bradawl.

DM-24 developments
Software version 2.1 brings a number of significant improvements to Tascam’s DM-24 digital console. Busses 1-
8 can now be used as input sources for the internal effects. This is useful if all the aux sends are already being
used for other purposes. Channels 25 to 32 used to be input-only, now they can be used as either inputs or
returns. However, this does not provide 32-channel track mixing. Although only 24 returns can be assigned, you
can now decide where they go. DM-24s can be cascaded.

A low pass filter at 80Hz or 120Hz can now be inserted in the LFE channel. The percentage of signal allowed
into the centre channel is now user selectable. This is useful where the centre is used for dialogue and you wish

to restrict the level sent to the centre speaker from other sources. There are
improvements to the TC-Works reverb resulting in better stereo imaging.

Digital inputs 1 and 2, Effects returns and the assignable returns can now be
routed directly to the stereo bus without using up input channels. Individual EQ
and gain can now be restored to unity by pressing a couple of keys.

S/MUX for 96kHz connections is now supported. This allows 96kHz
communication with devices using the TOSlink ADAT format optical interface,

such as the Alesis HD-24, the MOTU 2408 III and RME digital audio interfaces. 
The default clock setting is now the DM-24’s internal clock, at 44.1kHz,

and therefore the Ext Clock indicator does not flash. 
There is now an internal MIDI Time-Code generator controlled from

the DM-24 transport keys and GPI functionality has been added. An
additional MIDI fader layer means you can now control an external device

without affecting the audio faders. There is also an emulation of the Mackie HUI.
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It’s free (but you need the hardware);
professional look and feel; productive.

Not very intuitive; needs libraries.
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